
 
 
 

 

Stratford ARC Meeting 
Thursday, November 17, 2011 

7:00 p.m. 
Shakespeare P.S. 

M I N U T E S 
 

Tour of Anne Hathaway PS, Avon PS, Shakespeare PS 
The committee had an opportunity to have a tour of these schools before the meeting 
started. 
 

 

Present: 
Committee Members: Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford; Kevin Smith, Bedford; Dean Bachellier, 

Hamlet; Steve Wells, Hamlet; Krista Scott, Romeo; Sheila Feore, 
Romeo; Jennifer Noordhof, Shakespeare; Beckie Walsh, Shakespeare; 
Brad Beatty, Municipal Representative 

 
1.0 Welcome 

Chair Thorpe welcomed everyone to the meeting and thanked everyone for coming and 
showing an interest in the proceedings. He thanked Principal Allely for hosting and 
thanked the staff and principals at Anne Hathaway PS and Avon PS for hosting school 
tours prior to the meeting. He reminded the audience to sign in as this is a requirement 
of board policy so that we may keep accurate records of who has attended the meetings. 
Committee members and the delegates were reminded to use a microphone when 
speaking so that everyone can hear what is said and also, since meetings are recorded, 
so that we have a clear recording of all remarks. Committee members introduced 
themselves. 
 

2.0 Approval of Agenda 
Chair Thorpe asked for a motion to approve the agenda. 
 
Moved by Brad Beatty, Municipal Representative, seconded by Kathy Vassilakos, 
Bedford 
CARRIED 

 
3.0 Approval of Minutes of October 20, 2011 Meeting 

Chair Thorpe asked for a motion to approve the minutes. 
 
Moved by Kevin Smith, Bedford, seconded by Beckie Walsh, Shakespeare 
CARRIED 
 

4.0 Chairperson’s Remarks 
 Chair Thorpe - delighted to be with you again to ensure smooth operation of this 

committee - so far so good in my opinion 
 

5.0 Business Arising from the Minutes 
 Superintendent Ash - number of questions posed at last meeting, will respond to 

each 

Accommodation Review Committee
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5.1 Response to questions/requests at last meeting 
 # of speced students at Anne Hathaway  

o there are 10 pupils in Section 23 Care and Treatment Program, 19 pupils 
in self-contained developmentally delayed program 

 where are kids from that are being bused to Anne Hathaway and Avon 
o in your package from September 14th there are maps - look at Anne 

Hathaway, students who are bused are a different colour, blue indicates 
bused - Avon, blue stars are where bus students located  

 for staff option, how many English students would be bused to Anne 
Hathaway 
o based on numbers as of September 2011 enrolment, approximately 60 

students based on staff option 
 legal advice on changing ARC part way through 

o if composition of ARC were to change would require 2/3 majority vote for 
board to rescind June motion, followed by new motion to establish new 
ARC, timeline start over - would have to have motion, 30 day wait period, 
first public meeting, 90 days until last public meeting, time to do staff 
report, 60 days from staff report to vote, would take us into next school 
year 

 staff input from Anne Hathaway and Avon 
o met with Avon staff on November 9th, Anne Hathaway staff this evening - 

will send to you by remailer before December meeting 
 tour of Anne Hathaway and Avon 

o took place this afternoon 
 Chair Thorpe - questions or follow-up requests 
 

6.0 Comments from Committee Members 
 Chair Thorpe - committee members welcome to introduce comments, request first 

from school council representatives, from community representatives, from Mr. 
Beatty - remind committee and audience that I’ll suspend proceedings at 
approximately 7:29 p.m. to move into public input, then resume agenda - speakers 
come to podium and be available to follow speaker that precedes you in a timely 
fashion - members of committee will have opportunity to ask questions of clarification 
of speakers once they’ve completed their remarks, provide copy of remarks or email 
after this evening’s proceedings - public input will be completed consistent with 
timelines on agenda - committee members welcome opportunity for speakers to 
remain and provide input to them privately during break if wish to do so 
 

School Council Representatives 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - two items - Bedford school council asked me to submit 

petition, it’s ongoing, thought we’d submit half way through for consideration - read 
petition - attached 

 Chair Thorpe - would be pleased to receive in minutes 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - feeling we’ve had as Bedford community, feedback from 

other schools, other parents - FI program and overcrowding at Bedford is being 
foisted potentially on other schools - want to go through numbers in FI program to 
highlight how FI serves city, not just Bedford - 250 students in FI, 88 Bedford Ward 
students, 162 come from all over city and outside city - when talk about opening 
second dual track site, talking about expanding program to serve needs of entire 
community - sometimes get feedback that it’s your school that’s having problem, we 
are dealing with it 

 Chair Thorpe - for clarification, review wording more closely when receive in print - 
seems petition not only requesting status quo for Bedford or that Bedford not 
become single track and therefore English program closed, but that signers are 
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speaking against single track anywhere else - a view that single track is not 
appropriate because it’s an elective program 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - two part - vast majority of feedback is that they like dual 
track because offers choice - other part is that single track displaces community 
school, should not do that - in other jurisdictions where they’ve had an empty or new 
school maybe starting single track school is more straight forward 

 Chair Thorpe - not seen as rejection of concept of single track, concern about 
displacement of any program to accommodate single track school 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - vast majority of FI parents that have given feedback like 
dual track model over single track model - different people choose dual track model 
for different reasons, sum of all 

 Chair Thorpe - will be made available through minutes, not with signatures attached, 
content of petition itself 

 
7.0 Public Consultation Session 

 Chair Thorpe - happy to move to public input earlier than agenda calls for only if 
speakers are here and would not be inconvenienced by starting early - ask if Julie, 
Dan and Hayley are here and ready to speak - can proceed, others should be here 
by 7:30 

 
 Individuals - see attached presentations 

o Julie Bolger 
o Dan Smith 
o Hayley Jones 
o Harold Haynes 
o Jayj McKinley 
 Dean Bachellier, Hamlet - if Avon had capacity would Avon be willing to be 

dual track 
 Jayj McKinley - cannot speak for whole parent group, did not look into that 

question because know don’t have space with anticipated growth and with 
knowledge that likely building not going to happen until under-enrolment 
issues - didn’t poll Avon parent group 

 Dean Bachellier, Hamlet - don’t have a general feel for what people are 
thinking 

 Jayj McKinley - could give personal opinion  
 Dean Bachellier, Hamlet - from past experience opinions mean nothing - 

trying to get general feel of Avon community, if don’t know answer that’s 
perfectly fair 

 Jayj McKinley - don’t know, couldn’t speak for whole group 
 Steve Wells, Hamlet - as previous student of King Lear we did have portables 

on-site, think three may have been two - would Avon consider becoming dual 
site if space not available, building could not occur, but portables could be 
installed 

 Jayj McKinley - think that’s the same question, do we support dual track, 
don’t have that information - don’t get to decide if portables on site or rebuild - 
again have personal opinion but know that’s not what being asked 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - wasn’t meant to be redundant, revisit history with 
accommodation that had been there previously, something that could be 
revisited and discussed 

 Jayj McKinley - don’t think has anything to do with what I could offer 
unfortunately 

o Anne Hathaway School Council 
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 Dean Bachellier, Hamlet - clarify numbers, 44% of parents responded to 
survey - may have misheard, 90% of parents polled were against making FI 
only - was there any feedback on making Anne Hathaway dual track 

 Anne Hathaway School Council - did do that survey, not sure if brought here - 
was around 60% against 40% for 

 Dean Bachellier, Hamlet - 60% of 90% were against dual track 
 Anne Hathaway School Council - no, if you were asking if being run as dual 

track, out of 100% that sent surveys in, 60% were against 40% for 
 Chair Thorpe - of the 44% 
 Dean Bachellier, Hamlet - 60% of 44% are against 
 Anne Hathaway School Council - yes 
 Dean Bachellier, Hamlet - so that’s 24% or 25%, 26.4% 
 Chair Thorpe - response was 60/40 
 Anne Hathaway School Council - yes 

o Helga Barenberg 
o Chair Thorpe - thank you to all presenters for preparation, interest in topic, 

respect for arbitrary chairperson who tried to keep you in line, much appreciated 
 

8.0 New Business 
8.1 Suggestion for alternate location for a single track FI school 

 Superintendent Ash - ask indulgence to add 8.1a - Hugh compiled documents 
we should probably go through first, then go to alternative suggestion 

 Chair Thorpe - committee are referred to packages, believe starting with #3 
 Hugh Cox - will start with #4, one of the requests from ARC at last meeting - 

tried to replicate what was discussed - went over document 
 Chair Thorpe - approximately how many students would be moved in 

changed boundary area from Anne Hathaway to Bedford 
 Hugh Cox - approximately 60 students, noted in box - go to document #5 

went over document 
 Chair Thorpe - to be consistent, how many students would be affected 
 Hugh Cox - didn’t include that number, will get - continued explaining 

document 
 Chair Thorpe - for clarity, neither scenario assumes grandparenting 
 Hugh Cox - no they do not - document #3 - Mike do you want to speak to this 

before I go through it 
 Superintendent Ash - as staff continues to listen to input at meetings and 

through remailer and continue our discussions, we want to ensure that all 
potential ideas get on the table for discussion, don’t want surprises down the 
road - if we were to suggest something that hadn’t been discussed just not 
appropriate - as we were undertaking our discussions, heard concerns about 
making Bedford single track - in terms of managing a program and keeping 
number of students at a number that is viable for maintaining staffing, 
resources, we’re not ready to totally discount concept of single track school - 
given feedback we’ve heard so far, we thought what’s another option - came 
to mind possible option of making Romeo site for single track - a number of 
things went into that consideration - one is its location in proximity to Jeane 
Sauve - although haven’t done costing on any of these, know would be 
significant amount of synergy with bus routes with separate school board 
because their buses would be following same routes as our buses - while it 
would be a full school, can accommodate all students at Romeo - there is 
sufficient rooms but would necessitate turning computer lab into a classroom 
- those were a couple of the considerations we’re going through to put idea 
together - it’s an idea, want to emphasize that it is not the staff option, the 
staff option was the one we were required to present in September, don’t 
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want it to get confused - staff will continue to listen to input through the 
remainder of ARC process and do analysis of whatever recommendations 
come through from committee and develop its own recommendations for 
trustees for report to trustees in February - is still not a done deal, need you 
to understand that and be comfortable with that - it is an idea for discussion 

 Hugh Cox - hand-out #3 - went over document - will get number of students, 
believe it’s around 50 students, will get 

 Chair Thorpe - less concerned about that number because all Romeo 
students in this scenario would be affected - interested in how many students 
would be affected by a boundary shift in the other schools 

 Hugh Cox - continued with explanation 
 Chair Thorpe - conclude with reference to other handouts in package then 

can open whole package to questions 
 Hugh Cox - because of note changes we made to Romeo and Anne 

Hathaway with reference to how many rooms are used for speced, we’ve 
reissued the previously submitted scenarios with those notes added - there’s 
no differences, just revisions - know we had talked at previous meeting that 
you didn’t want to talk about these anymore, felt should put them out with 
revisions 

 Chair Thorpe - those are items 6, 7, 8 
 Hugh Cox - couple of blank maps showing current boundaries - can print out, 

use to scribble on, brainstorm as to what you might like us to consider 
 Chair Thorpe - committee has access to additional copies 
 Hugh Cox - posted to remailer, gave hard copy so everyone aware of it - #10, 

had said we would be doing facilities review, starting with schools named in 
ARC - there’s a lot information, some printed small - don’t know how much 
detail you want me to go through, think it’s best for you to go away and digest 
all information - will go through one report 

 Superintendent Ash - one of the comments made early in process, from staff 
perspective building conditions were not a factor in determining outcome 
because not looking at eliminating a building - this information provided for 
your information, but would suggest that probably not germane to making a 
decision or recommendations on what to do with enrolment boundaries, 
program allocation - will have the same six buildings at end of process that 
we had at beginning, will deal with work that needs done on those buildings 

 Chair Thorpe - where we are - administration has provided all information 
requested relative to enrolment scenarios involving two other possible 
schools for consideration for dual track, update to information that was earlier 
provided, maps requested, facility audit information which may or may not be 
germane as Mike suggests to your decision making - new tonight is the 
addition of another scenario, not to be seen as administrative position on the 
matter, but another possibility relative to addressing complex issue of how 
best to house and to program for FI into the future based on increased 
enrolment and stress on facilities currently housing the program - appropriate 
to ask questions about package, perhaps most specifically the new 
information on possibility of Romeo single track - issue that was of concern at 
past meetings relative to discussing future of school when the school was not 
part of the ARC is not an issue here because Romeo represented in process 
- would entertain any questions on information Mike and Hugh have 
distributed 

 Dean Bachellier, Hamlet - clarify, you were talking about synergies, busing 
routes for Jean Suave, potentially for Romeo - does that mean potential that 
FI kids at Romeo could be sharing buses - can the two boards share buses 
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 Superintendent Ash - yes and we do now - were mandated a number of years 
ago to create consortium to share transportation with Catholic board - reality 
is we have shared transportation with that board for years even before 
mandated to do that - within our district we have students from both boards 
on same bus, students from K-12 on same bus depending on where located - 
if both FI sites were on the same block, buses transporting students to those 
two schools would travel same routes, in effect need fewer buses 

 Kevin Smith, Bedford - stated that in staff recommendation for single track, 
programming and staffing considerations were important in that decision - 
programing considerations are fairly obvious, could you explain staffing 
considerations and the impact they would have 

 Superintendent Ash - one of the items that we looked at was we have roughly 
250 students in FI program, that is the size of many of our elementary 
schools, we’ve deemed that to be viable from staffing perspective - when 
divide that population into two, get to roughly 120-130 students, that size of 
school unfortunately have had to look at closing across district because not 
financially viable - end up with greater number of combined grade classes 
when we reduce numbers that low - at first blush, would seem like a move 
backwards in terms of trying to consolidate students and staff in one location 
to ensure program is viable for the long term - when we have the 250 
students in one location we know our staffing costs will be less because we’ll 
be better able to make use of staff at that location - when we split into two 
locations we know we will have to have additional staff to make it work - that’s 
a long term cost for the board 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - clarify, our FI program is not a pure FI program, it’s 50 
English 50 French, correct - in single track, do teachers that teach French 
portions say in the morning then teach English portion in afternoon or is it 
dual staffed 

 Superintendent Ash - yes - depends on where we’re at in terms of staffing - 
possible in single track school that has 50% immersion program such as we 
have that you would have staff teaching only French and staff teaching only 
English and staff teaching some of each - depends on staff available to put 
into the school and then timetabling that principal does with that staff 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - in a dual track school such as Bedford, who teaches 
French, who teaches English 

 Superintendent Ash - Helen would you speak to your current situation 
 Helen Orr, Bedford Principal - currently and for the majority of the time 

teachers teach both French and English - occasionally teachers have been 
asked to teach all French all day, another teacher would teach half of the FI 
class the English for the other half of the day, depending on what staff is 
available - for the majority, we have staff that teach both French and English 
in order to reduce contacts any class has with the number of teachers they 
have 

 Chair Thorpe - clarification of what that means - understand concept of 
teachers assigned to FI teaching in both English and French - do you have FI 
teachers who teach in English to the English students in the other stream - do 
you have English stream teachers who teach FI students in either English or 
French 

 Helen Orr, Bedford Principal - we do have some FI teachers that teach to 
English classes - have Music teacher who teaches in French and English 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - another question in regard to administration - is your 
vice principal English stream administrative purpose or French stream 
administrative purpose 
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 Helen Orr, Bedford Principal - with numbers at Bedford is advantageous for 
vice principal to have French because coverage required is more French so 
our vice principal mostly does French coverage 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - as a dual stream school is it safe to say that your vice 
principal sort of oversees French portion of the program or are you as active 
in that as what you are in the English side 

 Helen Orr, Bedford Principal - share responsibilities in both streams equally 
 Steve Wells, Hamlet - not trying to create a separation, helpful to understand 

your role and your vice’s role 
 Helen Orr, Bedford Principal - reality being it depends on background of 

administration, Lisa and I both happen to have some French background - 
works that way but you could divide it 

 Superintendent Black - right now both Helen and Lisa have French, not 
always been case, have had previous administrators that do not speak 
French fluently, depends on staffing, their backgrounds - add that staffing in 
general for FI can be an issue not only at administration level, fully qualified 
FI teachers are difficult to find 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - Mike, talked about listening to public, wanted to have 
pulse of city, understanding of what was being said - you brought forward 
Romeo suggestion as another single track program - would it be fair to say 
the board is still strongly suggesting a single track FI program - with the initial 
recommendation of Bedford as single track and recommendation of Romeo 
as single track, is that the direction the board would like to see a FI program 
go 

 Superintendent Ash - first, board are these folks and they’re not part of staff 
suggestions, just wanted to clarify - these folks make final decision, we just 
have to come up with some ideas 

 Chair Thorpe - to my knowledge, this board has not taken position on 
preferred model of delivery of FI, no formal board position that would support 
any model other than what works in the interest of the kids - other 
jurisdictions have made statements relative to preferred models - what you’re 
asking is what the administrative or staff position is relative to the question 

 Superintendent Ash - haven’t made up our minds yet, not willing to say single 
track needs to come off table yet, haven’t come to final conclusion - still want 
to hear what rest of process has to bring forward, not willing to say it’s going 
to be dual track - want to make sure all options are fully considered 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - couple of points - Romeo is not accessible, 
correct 

 Superintendent Ash - not fully accessible at this point 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - in terms of being single track only site, not 

accessible, decisions for parents with physical disabilities would come into 
play - know there’s switching of classrooms 

 Superintendent Ash - we’ve dealt with accessibility issues for English stream 
at that school 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - seems Romeo option does not leave any growth 
for FI, you are effectively capping program - is it an effective cap because of 
where you’ve put it or going to implement a policy cap - would have to tie 
something into this scenario, I would assume 

 Superintendent Ash - staff hasn’t made any decision with respect to cap - 
understand your point, is something we have discussed - also have 
discussed and asked for input from municipality, what is appetite for adding 
space whether it be portables or an addition - we know that by 2025 that 
building will have to be fully accessible, will require some construction, is it 
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possible at that point to consider depending on economy whether that 
construction includes more than an elevator, those are questions we don’t 
have answers to at this point - in terms of whether or not it’s going to be a 
type of cap, haven’t come to conclusion - earlier in process one of the points 
made to us was that enrolment for FI appeared to be stabilized, have taken 
another look at numbers and tend to agree, looks like it has stabilized - is the 
issue of growth an issue, that’s one of the questions we’ve been asking 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - single stream is off table, is at its maximum, 
school has no room for extra amenity rooms, it's full, does not seem it's a 
reasonable option for single track - opposed to single track anyway - 
comment towards staffing in dual track schools - yes, class numbers smaller 
but you've already determined you can do mixed staffing, it's certainly 
workable, requires a bit more administrative juggling, but if it's an option that 
is preferable and retains community schools might be a worthwhile task to 
take on - parent sent me an interesting article from the ministry that 
addresses issue of mixed staffing in FI programs and how well they work, 
how they're moving to a model of doing that, can post to remailer - even 
though consolidation of staffing at a single site may seem like an easy 
solution, some other solutions in dual track model may benefit FI program - in 
terms of growth of FI program, having single site whether it's dual track at 
Bedford or single track somewhere else has limited the growth of the program 
- there is the potential to open up to multiple sites, what's happened in other 
jurisdictions - if you open one and it grows and open another one and it 
grows, can foresee a time when have option open to schools throughout the 
city, same number of students, can grow program by providing it within a 
community school setting - you have limited growth by going to single track, 
the parents that have chosen it have chosen it 

 Superintendent Ash - clarification in terms of my comments about staffing, not 
that we can’t schedule, would never suggest that - issue is on sheer numbers 
of staff, when split program between two sites, will need more staff not only 
for direct teaching of the classes but also for preparation time we're 
mandated to put in place by provincial requirements and collective 
agreements - in the long term increases costs for board - one factor they 
have to consider, that cost means we have to look at saving somewhere else 
- just part of discussion in terms of what we have to look at 

 Chair Thorpe - any other comments or questions 
 Dean Bachellier, Hamlet - just had a little discussion about caps, have been 

labouring under impression that staff was completely against capping any 
programs - is that correct or is staff open to capping - thinking out loud, could 
we not just cap it at Bedford, we could all go home 

 Superintendent Ash - that would assume the only issue we're dealing with is 
overcrowding at Bedford - one of the reasons why we put this whole process 
into an accommodation review as opposed to just looking at boundary 
adjustments or caps was because have underutilization at other schools we 
have to address - need to balance enrolments to make better use of facilities, 
that's the answer to why we’re still here - in terms of caps, not sure staff have 
said they're either in favour of or opposed to caps - there are difficulties with 
imposing caps - have been used in other jurisdictions, in some cases FI, 
schools for arts, science - when you impose a cap have to have mechanism 
for allocating spaces, most democratic process is by lottery, but that forces 
issue where you may have a family with multiple children who all want FI but 
because of lottery process not all may get that opportunity, that's a reality of 
having a cap on a program - we may end up there, certainly something we're 
being very thoughtful about before we get to that process 
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 Chair Thorpe - remind committee that the reason that caps is being 
discussed is that Kathy suggested that if determination were made to have 
single track at Romeo, would be a de facto cap if nothing else were done to 
the facility to allow for growth - administration has not raised the issue of caps 
tonight, it's responded to that issue - caps are not currently on the table - 
questions, comments 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - point on caps, not that I'm advocating for caps - 
Toronto DSB lotteries by family, once you have student in the school siblings 
automatically get in, lottery pool is incoming students, just one way they do it, 
there's different models of capping 

 Chair Thorpe - lots of ways of determining who you tick off - if demand 
exceeds capacity you have an issue - in my view trustees have huge issue 
politically, but ultimately all processes do is decide who gets ticked off, 
wouldn't go that route unless you have no alternative - anything else on 8.1 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - Hugh, two maps you showed with regard to dual track 
at Avon vs dual track at Anne Hathaway - were significantly different, north 
south vs east west - know you don't have the numbers but just looking at 
maps, could you estimate what the easier, just brainstorming, what the easier 
change would be - on Romeo map looked like a small change, granted a lot 
more busing and that sort of thing, even with Anne Hathaway map was a 
fairly easy tweak on map to make that happen - there's Xs on the map, we've 
tried to calculate what numbers might be that make some sense 

 Hugh Cox - when I picked those areas, was in consultation with 
transportation, what would make the most sense, looking at existing bus 
routes in area - on map, took that little area on end of Avon, trying to 
maximize number of walkers, almost everybody in that area of Avon that I 
added to Bedford, almost all of them walk, would have been previously bused 
to Avon, there's just a small section that would have to get bused to Bedford, 
most walk - area of Anne Hathaway that I've added to Bedford, that is 
basically a bus route that now heads to Anne Hathaway, not exactly a bus 
route but very close - instead of them collecting students in that area and 
heading to Anne Hathaway, would go to Bedford - basically one bus route 

 Krista Scott, Romeo - how many children are on that bus route 
 Hugh Cox - 60 students in that area, why I'm saying it's not exactly a bus 

route because a bus doesn't necessarily hold 60 students, would probably be 
a full bus plus a part bus 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - we're looking at a bus heading north as opposed to 
south, how does that affect walkers - should have asked on previous map, 
how does that affect busing - on the Avon map you maximized walkers, 
would we see a change in busing as well  

 Hugh Cox - maybe wouldn't be one less bus, might be where there was a 
large bus heading for Avon, now it's a smaller bus 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - whereas the Anne Hathaway - is a wash 
 Hugh Cox - pretty much break even 
 Trustee Bannerman - question on last map with Anne Hathaway scenario, 

what was the thinking in sending them to Bedford or some of the schools 
lower in population - would that be an option 

 Hugh Cox - the idea there is it's relatively close proximity to Bedford, butting 
up against Bedford's area - in this option took 120-130 FI students out of 
Bedford, so now they have more room than anybody 

 Chair Thorpe - critical issue, if look at what enrolment at Bedford would be, 
would be the school that would be able to take larger number 
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 Superintendent Ash - the other part of rationale where we look at adjusting 
boundaries, where possible we try to limit the number of destination schools 
when we start moving kids around, not always possible, if we can send all of 
those students to one school as opposed to splitting them between for 
example Romeo and Bedford, that's what we would try to do 

 Hugh Cox - maybe something I didn't make quite clear, when I take that 
section of Anne Hathaway and add to Bedford, those English students will be 
going to Bedford, French students in that area would be going to Anne 
Hathaway - kind of going a little against what we’ve been hearing, had to take 
section somewhere to make room, in that particular area if a family had a 
French and English student they would be going in opposite directions - 
similar situation in Avon area 

 Chair Thorpe - that is corollary under all circumstances when you have a 
single track school - good discussion, good input 

 
8.2 ARC Dual-Track item for discussion - K. Scott, K. Vassilakos 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - could we put our presentation up on screen 
 Krista Scott, Romeo - wanted to bring document we've been working with, 

started out as brainstorming way to gather thoughts then with collaboration 
it's grown into a good way to work the problem out, is very complex - we're 
tasked with dealing with over-enrolment at Bedford, under-enrolment mainly 
at Romeo - this scenario looked at classrooms, current students that are 
being cross-bordered into French program - when we divided out, looked at 
established regions as they are today - looking at trying to address issues 
that have been coming up in public discussion about programming, borders, 
safety - wanted to look at Avon and Anne Hathaway scenario - at last 
meeting seemed like other schools needed more spaces, our way to 
brainstorm, this is how it's been developed - went over document - questions 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - one of the things this doesn’t do, haven't split 
families, when choosing FI program it's your home school - if had what Xs 
were on map would have better gauge, looking at ballpark of what could 
potentially work given where borders are  

 Krista Scott, Romeo - in accommodation calculation section wanted to 
present as percentage, easier way to see picture - in order to work out in our 
heads as well as for other people wanting to know how going to affect their 
school - in Avon scenario and in Anne Hathaway scenario, seems we've 
made improvements to nearly all enrolment issues, more balanced 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - one of the schools that is low is Romeo, kept 
deliberately low at 73% because one of only schools, Avon has appreciable 
growth, as percentage of its on the ground capacity has the projected highest 
growth - wanted to leave it low because using board's enrolment projections 
they're going to gain something like 40 students so deliberately kept low - if 
anybody's wondering in audience why some are higher and some are lower 

 Krista Scott, Romeo - if look at current percent of 59 though it's still a big 
improvement 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - gives it enough of a boost in enrolment now to 
deal with under capacity issues while leaving enough room for those 40 
students that are projected to come - in looking at schools that were maybe 
stabilized then it would be OK to have more at 80% or 89%, leaves a couple 
classrooms for those amenities like music room, computer room 

 Krista Scott, Romeo - notes section - went over section - conclusions section 
- went over section 
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 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - actually a little higher because English numbers 
includes Kindergarten classes, both French and English students - French 
number is 1-6, English number JK-6 - so even more balanced 

 Krista Scott, Romeo - continued  
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - interesting, played with shading possible areas - 

when started to discuss wanted to make sure that wherever borders were, 
they would be common borders and could potentially increase walking, if 
phase in puts incoming families at a home school that is close to home - 
started marking up the map, realized that even though we don’t know what 
the Xs are and how many students are in those Xs we can identify areas 
where there is the most potential for increasing walking, decreasing busing, 
rerouting busing, didn't realize you could go from a big bus to small that's a 
cost saving as well - explained map - what we're saying is either option has 
potential from perspective of being able to accommodate FI program by 
changing existing borders - couple of points about growth in north end - new 
housing development close to red star, where Forman Avenue ends, checked 
with planner, was at meeting last year where they were discussing this 
development, said Forman Avenue would not be extended into that new 
subdivision until McCarthy went right across to O’Loane, don’t want Forman 
being road they zip through to get to McCarthy, right now getting to Rotary 
Complex is crazy, don't want it becoming a bypass, neighbourhood south of 
new development advocated for Forman not becoming a through street - 
complication is even though new development could look like it's going to 
Avon, if Forman isn’t extended, those kids who are going to be bused either 
way, closer to be bused to Bedford, wrinkle in where do those children go - 
other part is those children could be bused anywhere in city - only say that 
because we had comments from parents Avon west bused out to Downie - if 
new housing bused anyway you could redistribute them, wouldn't be 
unreasonable that they not go to Avon or Bedford, send to another school - 
feedback from parent saying they're sending us all the way to Downie, why 
couldn't they just bus anywhere in city - fields is subdivision in north-east 
already warded to Bedford, if expands in future going to need school in north 
end - some of our thinking around map 

 Chair Thorpe - thank you, comments questions 
 Steve Wells, Hamlet - Krista and Kathy worked over the last 4-5 days, Kathy 

able to work in newer current numbers, Krista has had on her desk for almost 
five weeks - when we had originally been talking about potential of dual track 
and where could it go at October meeting, suggested Avon or Anne 
Hathaway, Krista's initial draft used numbers from book which is old data, 
reflected similarly to what we see tonight - she's done a good job at 
establishing balance between schools, made sensible deductions when it 
comes to room usage, a lot of work, needs to be commended, good job 

 Chair Thorpe - comments, questions - propose take break, reconvene in 10 
minutes 

 
9.0 Questions/Comments from Members 

 Chair Thorpe - welcome back, thank you for your attention - reached section 9 where 
we have open opportunity for comments - remind that since December meeting is 
coming up very soon and since it was your expectation that at December meeting 
would have costing for next administrative process, we need to provide direction for 
administration if it is your wish to have a costed alternate for that meeting - need to 
turn thoughts to what recommendation if any you would want administration to 
review in details and cost 
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 Krista Scott, Romeo - costing, pretty sure either one is going to cost the same, 
seems they're synonymous, just a matter of addressing needs and issues raised so 
far 

 Chair Thorpe - given work you've put into this, balance you've attempted to achieve, 
would agree costing would be comparable 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - know that tonight we have to make choice about costed 
plan - speaking to trustees, we’ve come up with more than one option that's 
reasonable based on numbers, borders, classrooms, things like that - if there's 
considerations we haven't thought about for one school over the other, reminder in 
my mind that whatever happens in January and February when ARC option comes 
to trustees, staff option comes to trustees, trustees do have a third way, might not be 
the one we choose because might be reasons, we do have two reasonable dual 
track options that should be able to implement even though we have to choose one 

 Chair Thorpe - important to note that you have to choose one if you wish 
administration to do the costing work - does not commit you to that option as being 
your final recommendation - think you operate on assumption that your best option is 
the one that should be costed but just because option is costed doesn’t mean it has 
to be your final recommendation 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - then the staff will have to recost the other one 
 Chair Thorpe - don’t worry about that, that's a different process - that's at the end of 

your process and prior to their submission in February 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - just wondering 
 Superintendent Ash - your recommendations are just that, recommendations - you 

don't have to make financial case or anything along those lines - if trustees require 
additional information, they will ask, we’ll provide 

 Chair Thorpe - from my perspective you have done more work here than you would 
necessarily have to do to support your recommendation at end of process, this 
document serves as excellent document that two of you have prepared I think in 
largest measure to convince your colleagues that this is the way to go potentially for 
a recommendation your colleagues might accept 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - no, these are ideas we've been all discussing for quite 
some time 

 Chair Thorpe - great 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - what Krista did, said I have to put down in spreadsheet 

that's how I can think, brought her initial spreadsheet to us, incorporating all of 
discussions plus her own thoughts, we discussed spreadsheet, all in agreement this 
spreadsheet was way to go - because Krista had started before we had updated 
numbers, there were comment points, everyone contributed, wasn’t Krista and 
myself justifying, was the entire group going this puts into summary beautifully what 
we've all been discussing and thinking, was the easiest and simplest way to present 
it 

 Chair Thorpe - it's in greater detail than your final report needs to be 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - aren't we allowed appendices 
 Chair Thorpe - allowed whatever level of detail you want, is not an expectation that 

you would develop an implementation plan, that's administration's job on direction of 
trustees following the process - your job is to respond to administrative 
recommendations and to make your recommendation, may or may not coincide with 
either administrative proposal - does not have to be implementation plan 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - we've got this fuzzy border where we're not sure, if we 
say this is our recommendation it's up to staff to make it work in terms of numbers of 
students 
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 Chair Thorpe - up to administration to respond to your recommendation, follow 
through the process, trustees to determine what course of action is to be taken which 
then would be implemented by administration - this committee has done its work and 
is disbanded when it has completed its report 

 Superintendent Ash - good point in terms of process - when you present your 
recommendations to public on January 19th then subsequently submit hard copy 
fourteen days later, that becomes part of staff report that goes forward at end of 
February - will be a motion at end of that report to disband ARC, ARC process is 
done - process was designed to gather public input, that's what we've done, that's 
what you're going to provide to trustees based on that input - process from that point 
on is the trustees examining that input, asking for questions of clarification of staff, 
more information from staff, hear delegations no doubt between end of February and 
when they vote in May - if there is a question about recommendations in terms of 
feasibility, cost, bus routes, we'll provide that information to trustees 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - busing plans and work that'll take place after fact - that will be 
made public, right - tried to be diligent, create a decent groundwork for you folks to 
say this makes some sense - I'm a paramedic, work with patients all day long, rush 
them to hospital, hospital staff works on them, have everybody sign my paperwork, I 
walk away, never find out what happens after the fact, don't know what happens with 
that patient - this is sort of one of my patients, we've handed you guys some 
information, if this is what we vote on as something we want to recommend, will we 
find out after the fact how close we were to being in the know of what we did or is 
that strictly the trustees that find that out 

 Superintendent Ash - whole process is public, happens in open session, minutes will 
be posted, you can attend board meetings and hear the discussions, we will continue 
to post relevant information to ARC website until decision has been made up to and 
including the decision, you will see the process that unfolds - only things that would 
potentially happen in closed I don’t think pertain to this process, tend to be around 
property matters, related to tenders, personnel matters, those would happen in 
closed session - at first blush, everything that we'd be discussing related to this 
would be in open session 

 Chair Thorpe - in my experience with accommodation reviews, most members of 
ARCs attend the two critical meetings of the board first in February when your report 
and admin recommendation are presented then in May when decision is made if 
your schedules permit - frequently, don't know if this happens in your board, 
committee are acknowledged at board session if they're present - you will certainly 
know outcome of your work - what is your pleasure relative to administrative direction 
for them to proceed in the next three weeks because we meet next on December 8th 

 Dean Bachellier, Hamlet - sure this will have to go to a bit of a vote with colleagues - 
want to put forth motion to get the Anne Hathaway dual track option costed 

 Chair Thorpe - is there a seconder for that recommendation - moved by Dean, 
seconded by Beckie  - discussion of motion that administration be instructed to cost 
the Anne Hathaway scenario 

 Kevin Smith, Bedford - does that eliminate Avon as an option for our 
recommendation 

 Chair Thorpe - no, eliminates nothing, provides you with greater detail about Anne 
Hathaway option, doesn’t limit how you might respond at end of the exercise - might 
be helpful to you if you were satisfied it is the most efficacious use of administrative 
time and helps you most with rest of your work, but effectively no, does not constrain 
you 
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 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - question to Hugh and Janet - we're asking for a costing, 
think Beckie’s right, it may be six of one half dozen of another - could you give some 
indication if you could see where one of our two options would add an unanticipated 
cost on our part - if it's six of one half dozen of another we'll get an indication if a dual 
track option is financially feasible, either one should be 

 Hugh Cox - don’t immediately see a big difference - the big difference is going to be 
between a single track school and two dual track schools, going to be big difference 
between those - between two dual track school options whether it's Avon and 
Bedford or Anne Hathaway and Bedford or one of the other schools and Bedford, 
those options are going to be pretty close because staffing going to be bigger driver - 
when we take those FI students and split in two, staffing going to be the same no 
matter what school they're at, not assuming phased in approach - to cost a phased in 
approach, not sure how we would do that, going to phase in over six or five years - 
that's like five costings, have to cost each year - is that what you’re asking 

 Chair Thorpe - it wasn't until you asked them if that was what they were asking 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - preferred thing would be to grandfather students and do 

some phasing - dual track programs that start in other cities they do start it phased 
in, they don't just decide they'll start another dual track school and move students, 
quite often will open a classroom, change borders such that incoming families go to 
one, basically open a classroom a year, do it by shifting border for incoming and also 
phasing it out - Bedford would become in reasonable capacity with only two years of 
Gr. 1 classes being phased in at another site, other site doesn’t bear burden of en 
masse change - even though direct costing would be year after year, don’t see 
where costing of phased in or all at once would be that different - that's how other 
dual track programs get started 

 Superintendent Ash - think you're right in terms of comparing end point - if comparing 
single to dual, doing costing the way we've done up to this point, doesn’t make a 
difference - issue is that as you phase in, will have transportation costs associated 
with second dual track, will be increasing transportation costs over that five years 
until we get to end point - there is a difference between phasing in and doing it all at 
once 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - under some of our scenarios have increased children 
walking, phasing children walking not adding busing, as kids are grandfathered out 
go from big bus to little bus, not double the cost phasing it in - as you phase in, will 
be some cost associated overlapping busing, if scenario requires overlapping busing, 
if doesn’t require should see gradual decrease in transportation costs as more kids 
walk to school and fewer get bused 

 Chair Thorpe - critical issue is to recommend to board what model this ARC 
recommends based on its reflection on all the data and response to public input - 
level of detail you're now in is significant but peripheral to main decision - if model 
you're recommending is an additional dual track site, that’s the critical issue and in 
my view won’t be likely that you would change from recommended second dual track 
model if ultimate resolution is or is not grandparenting of students currently in 
program and in current schools - if wish to modify motion to give additional direction 
to administration about what specifically you want costed then that makes sense, 
don’t think need or should be having the debate here about that issue, that's for the 
board table - my experience, there are very substantial complications related to 
grandparenting - from a program perspective, needs objective discussion about 
whether starting the school with full complement of grades and full staff has merits 
that need to be addressed that may or may not out-weigh issues related to benefits 
of phasing in - all of that is secondary to primary discussion which is costing of a 
second dual track - if desire to modify motion to give administration further direction, 
that's great, but debate doesn’t need to happen here about the issue itself 
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 Kevin Smith, Bedford - process question - motion on floor which I'm going to support, 
Hugh said there is a huge difference between single track and dual track 

 Chair Thorpe - think what he said was differences are greater between single and 
dual than they are between different manifestations of dual track 

 Kevin Smith, Bedford - at what point will we know or should we know now, what are 
those differences  

 Chair Thorpe - you know some now from initial administrative recommendation - 
primary issues relate to efficiency and deployment of staff - motion more or less at this 
stage reads that staff be directed to cost a dual track FI program at Anne Hathaway in 
addition to dual track program existing at Bedford - that leaves it wide open for 
administration to interpret as broadly as it wishes and do detailed work that's required - 
the question still before you is do you wish to be more specific in any aspect of the 
direction relative to how the costing will be developed - what you can expect absent any 
other direction is the kind of costing you received in the initial model 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - Mike, the way the motion reads, does that motion sound 
reasonable to you and what your expectations of what you're able to do for us - does that 
make sense 

 Superintendent Ash - makes sense - will take document you’ve given us, use as basis for 
building model for costing 

 Chair Thorpe - which includes recommendation for phasing in and grandparenting, does 
it not 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - that's why asking 
 Superintendent Ash - costing for phasing it in or for grandparenting, that wasn't what I 

was thinking 
 Chair Thorpe - that's what I was concerned about - although does say for example under 

other notes social disruption if grandfathering is not available, presupposes assumption 
 Steve Wells, Hamlet - what we have given you is what we have had to work with - John, 

you had said we've gone far and above what we needed to do, staff would provide 
information that we’ve requested - don’t know if basing our costing on what we have 
given you is exactly correct because those are the questions we were asking about, we 
don’t have the definites on busing, staff, cost 

 Superintendent Ash - what we would look at is model that you have created that shows 
relative numbers of students moving between schools identified in the green area on 
your chart for Anne Hathaway and identify what boundaries would work to achieve that 
end - based on enrolments that would result, would figure out how many staff we need 
for the two sites, that would be basis for costing - facilities end of things is relatively 
constant compared to what we've already given you for staff option - transportation is 
another variable we'll work into that, depends on where boundaries are drawn and what 
walking distances are 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - Hugh has that information that we don't have, we figure an X is 
somewhere between two and three kids, that's how we crunched the numbers, that's a 
33% difference if we're wrong 

 Superintendent Ash - we'll look at numbers you have here, establish boundaries that 
meet those numbers so we get that roughly 60 student shift 

 Krista Scott, Romeo - it was more so to establish using existing boundaries and school 
areas as they exist because they make geographical sense as they are now - not great 
deal of changing borders except for moving bus route and some 25 kids to Shakespeare 
that walk there, that's it - is that the question 

 Superintendent Ash - think we're on the same page - you've suggested that there would 
be a shift of students into Shakespeare, we'd look at boundaries that make sense in 
terms of adjusting them, that range of students, may not be - if you've suggested 33 we 
may do 30 because it makes the most sense in terms of where the boundary is 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - that's all I was getting at, difference between saying we'd like a 
costing on dual track at Anne Hathaway and we'd like a dual track option at Anne 
Hathaway based on our model - not a valid document based on what's in Hugh's grasp 
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 Hugh Cox - going to have to take this document and try and make a map, do a scenario 
that's exactly like what I provided you only trying to replicate your numbers - don't know 
when I put those borders on the map whether I'm going to be able to produce those 
numbers - like Kathy said, you guys did this not knowing if there were those numbers of 
students in those areas you've marked in yellow - will make a map, try to replicate those 
numbers using the same data I use to make my scenarios, that’s what we will cost 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - but similarly when you presented tonight options of Avon and 
Bedford as well as Anne Hathaway and Bedford your map looked different than what 
ours did, seemed more simplified - that was the point trying to make earlier, east/west vs 
north/south - not concerned if it's a hybrid between what we've got and what you've got - 
maybe have to re-write the motion, would like to see most sensible, most realistic, most 
practical, best Anne Hathaway dual track model that you folks have ability to give us 

 Chair Thorpe - that’s what motion calls for 
 Steve Wells, Hamlet - that's what we're asking for - not based on this not based on that - 

tried to give some groundwork, this is a concept, not something that's hard and fast - 
think we're talking the same language 

 Superintendent Ash - think we are - this will give us ballpark in terms of ranges of 
numbers you're trying to achieve, use as starting point, see if it makes sense 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - that's all we can ask 
 Superintendent Ash - in terms of costing if we can go back to other questions, compare 

apples to apples which is what trustees are going to have to do - costing as a one year 
implementation allows us to do that, compare single track and dual track - as John said, 
phased in approach isn’t necessarily necessary for your recommendation to trustees in 
terms of getting down to fine detail but can be recommendation to trustees as to 
something you request they look at for the following reasons - then we'd have to look at 
options associated with that, what are the challenges 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - just reworking so I understand - we get a costing based on a 
reasonable framework that meets all our criteria and your criteria - would like to see that 
whatever boundaries you draw you keep families together at same school - if going to 
have two dual track schools would be nice if you could draw borders such that the home 
school is dual track school as well - other part is we can make recommendation for 
grandfathering as part of our final recommendation, trustees will look at public input, 
costing, ask staff how much additional cost it would be to grandfather the program - think 
would be the same thing even in single track, parents were talking about grandfathering - 
no matter what the board chooses going to be request from parents to ask how can we 
feasibly grandfather, think that's something most everyone talking about and wants to 
see - no matter what decision happens to be, you're going to hear a lot about 
grandfathering 

 Chair Thorpe - what I was attempting to determine based on Hugh’s comments and 
response of committee to it, whether it was your expectation that in administrative 
response to your request to be provided December 8th you would be expecting costing 
related to grandparenting because if you did not specifically request it my expectation 
would be that it would not be provided - did not want to knowingly establish whereby I 
knew before work even started that there would be a conflict between your expectations 
and administration's expectations relative to what it would produce for December 8th - 
still have that dilemma 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - is it possible to ask for additional cost of phasing in as a 
comparator - I guess it becomes a +1 "a" and "b" 

 Chair Thorpe - think it is perfectly reasonable to ask either through amending the motion 
or simply asking the question because you need the answer - the question is out there, 
it's the answer you need 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - would like to make amendment to motion to include how 
much additional costing is associated with grandfathering of the program 

 Chair Thorpe - what I think you want is that staff be directed to cost a dual track FI 
program option at Anne Hathaway including phasing in its implementation and 
grandparenting - think we need response to that administratively 
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 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - no, think you've read my motion wrong - we would like to 
know what additional cost of phasing in program would be - want to know over and 
above whatever the scenario is - want to know how much does it cost to have dual track 
school - the cost of dual track is long term whereas phasing in would have associated 
costs for a fixed period of time - rolling in phasing in doesn’t tell us how much program is 
going to cost in six or seven years when phasing in is complete - that's why asking for 
two parts, would like to see costing of dual track scenario, additionally like to know what 
is the block cost of grandfathering or phasing it in 

 Chair Thorpe - grandfathering and phasing in 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - and phasing in - I call it phased in when it includes both 

grandfathering of students at originating dual track school and grandfathering of students 
currently at incoming school 

 Superintendent Baird-Jackson - clarification - if you're talking about phasing in, where 
would students be coming from for second dual track - are you assuming that by the time 
students at Bedford graduate they will be replaced one for one with students who would 
then, half of them be going to other dual track as opposed to that there are going to be 
new students coming which arguably would be cannibalizing the rest of the school's 
enrolment because transportation is a driver 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - I guess transportation is a driver for implementation phase - 
Bedford needs to be down by a certain number of students and other schools have a 
certain amount of capacity, doesn't have to be one to one - that's why the idea is 100 FI 
students move to another site but only 60 need to move into Bedford - alleviates 
pressures at Bedford but allows for growth of the program at the other one - don't know if 
I'm answering your question 

 Superintendent Baird-Jackson - the question is we've got 250 kids at Bedford, you say 
grandparent them, if they all stay until graduation, where are the kids coming from for the 
second dual track - are you saying as they graduate then those numbers shift to second 
dual track 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - do it a class at a time - say at the start of implementation 
you have 3.5 classes of FI Gr. 1 students for the whole city, a class and a half goes to 
new site, a class and a half remains at Bedford, you've already decreased Bedford’s 
enrolment by 30 students - going from 250 to 220 to 190 until you get down, that's the 
way I was thinking about it 

 Superintendent Black - we're really trying to figure out logic of dual track site, bear with 
us - three and a half classes at Bedford, according to your scenario, those kids come 
from specific regions in the town, depending on where they are that doesn’t mean you 
can split one in half, not going to logically fall out that way - that's what I think Janet is 
asking, we don't know where these kids are coming from so can't figure out where to 
place them so we can’t cost it 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - you could go back historically, see where they come from, 
fairly consistent number - could get average number from each area, could get an 
indication of what the expected numbers are going to be - either way you look at it you 
will decrease number at Bedford and start another program somewhere else 

 Chair Thorpe - let me try scenario I think you're describing - if board agreed it would 
establish a second dual track at Anne Hathaway, would establish boundary that year and 
henceforth there are two - in first September Anne Hathaway would have intake of Gr. 1 
FI students only of those who lived in new boundary and those students who lived in 
boundary revised of Bedford would attend Bedford - if a student were to move into the 
Anne Hathaway area who was in Gr. 4, that student would have to go to Bedford while 
living in Anne Hathaway catchment area, makes perfect sense because Anne Hathaway 
program would only be Gr. 1 - the next year the same thing would happen for Gr. 2, next 
year Gr. 3 and so forth until Gr. 6 - is that the concept you're embracing 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - in other areas, incoming families you don’t provide busing 
 Chair Thorpe - not asking you to implement it, asking whether that is the concept you're 

saying should be endorsed 
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 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - the concept of busing that Gr. 4 student - there is an 
implementation model where if its available at home school then you go to home school, 
if not available - Waterloo does this, if they don't have enough students for Gr. 1 class 
then they won’t open that class, if want to go to another FI program at another school 
that has an opening 

 Chair Thorpe - let me try another scenario, you're complicating my question - it would 
take six years to implement the second site fully under your model, correct 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - yes 
 Chair Thorpe - so if no child moved in there wouldn't be an issue, that may have been a 

red herring - you would implement grade by grade 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - other way that's been suggested is to implement a primary 

program, 1 through 3 so you do do some movement but do a primary program to begin 
with because on starting juniors going to be very small to split up because fairly small 
classes - discussion of implementation and how you would grandfather 

 Chair Thorpe - it's a question of costing for purposes of the next three weeks - you've 
now introduced an additional potential costing scenario, we now have three potentially - 
one is it's implemented all at once, that's the simplest and easiest to cost, that's the one 
administration in my view would likely have brought back to you - second is a year by 
year implementation based on numbers from history, which is fair - now the third 
possibility is a divisional phase in so start with Gr. 1-3 and then three years later Gr. 4-6 - 
all of them legitimate conceptually, no argument - need to get one more question 
answered before we then try to determine what administration will do - what do you then 
do with siblings, allow them either option - that if hypothetically you've got a student 
going into Gr. 3 and a student going into Gr. 1, siblings, the one in Gr. 3 is already at 
Bedford, would the Gr. 3 be allowed to go to Anne Hathaway or would the student stay 
through at Bedford 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - in an ideal world you'd allow parents the choice - idea is 
you'd grandfather a family but if family chooses not to grandfather - let's say have child in 
Gr. 5 and one coming into Gr. 1, they may not choose to grandfather at Bedford, they 
may choose their younger child to go closer to their home school 

 Chair Thorpe - would be no option for Gr. 5 child at the other school 
 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - not going to have perfect system for everybody 
 Chair Thorpe - when talking about ideal world what you're not talking about is an ideal 

school, an ideal school is not one grade at a time, an ideal school is a fully formed school 
- have the potential to split current enrolment of FI all at once and have two viable 
programs instantly rather than creating viable program over six years - can argue it either 
way, I'm not arguing it from either perspective - all I'm trying to do is determine what it is 
you want administration to cost - administration will cost within the time constraints the 
scenario which would have a second dual track school created as of a given date Gr. 1-
6, that would happen - question then is what is your expectation relative to additional 
costing, then need response from administration as whether first it understands the 
request and second can make it happen within the timeframe - wording I think you were 
proposing to add to the motion would be including additional costs of grandfathering FI 
students at Bedford and phasing in FI a grade per year at Anne Hathaway - would that 
wording cover what we've been discussing 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - I think so - realize they probably won’t be able to do it in the 
timeframe 

 Chair Thorpe - think if you're satisfied that's what you might be requesting, needs to 
happen now is administration is given a chance to respond - don’t want you to pass it 
until you've heard administration's response 

 Hugh Cox - our intention when we made commitment to cost by the 8th was to cost a 
fully implemented school - to cost the phasing in year by year is in fact costing five 
options, each year is an option, wouldn’t have done before Christmas because we have 
other commitments - not part of what we thought we would be doing for you 
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 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - respectfully will take my amendment off the table - we'll have 
the costing knowing there's additional cost of grandfathering we can still make the 
recommendation to consider grandfathering - if trustees feel they have enough input from 
public, they can ask staff to do so afterward 

 Hugh Cox - would add that phasing in is short term, when we give you cost for fully 
implemented school that’s long term, that’s what’s more important 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - with what Kathy was saying, maybe could look at conversely - say 
we have six buses going to Bedford right now, if going to phase in, next year would have 
five buses going to Bedford one going to south end school, next year have four going 
and two - in the end it's all going to work out that it's split anyway if we look at a north 
south scenario, will it not - you've got walkers involved, all kinds of variables, in the end 
going to be a shift from north to south - if it's done initially up front it'll be three and three 

 Chair Thorpe - assuming that kids come in neat packages, it's whatever the number is 
that needs to happen - what happens realistically is that you end up increasing 
transportation if they don't come that way - that level of detail doesn't matter - what 
matters is administration knows what you want, they will provide you with what you want 
and will also in all likelihood give a tentative kick at can relative to phasing in because 
that's what administrators do - they can’t be held to the same level of account for a 
speculative portion which is why I wanted to make sure everybody understood what it 
was you were asking because I want to make sure you get it 

 Steve Wells, Hamlet - all I was trying to get at it was either going to be similar where 
same number of buses moving the same direction or more as numbers thin out, 
potentially 

 Chair Thorpe - would inevitably be additional cost associated with implementation in that 
fashion, might not be significant enough to tip the balance in any direction which is why it 
isn't the critical issue and won't be for trustees either - motion you have agreed on, I think 
wisely so, you direct administration to cost a dual track FI program at Anne Hathaway in 
addition to the dual track program existing at Bedford and everybody knows what some 
of the variables that you'd like to get some sort of handle on, aren't critical for December 
8th presentation - those in favour, opposed - CARRIED 

 Superintendent Ash - remind you that you have a school profile that was given to you at 
the beginning of the process, asked you to work on and finish, would like to have done 
by December 8th so we can get them posted to website, can still be amended up to and 
including when you present your final report - would like to get something up there in 
December so folks have a chance to look at them 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - we had come back with questions for staff, had highlighted 
our document and sent in asking for questions to be answered - we went through it and 
made changes and highlighted areas where we had questions, we've been waiting for 
that since September 

 Hugh Cox - saw that document, wasn’t taking those highlighted areas as questions, was 
taking them as added information 

 Kathy Vassilakos, Bedford - the email that went with it was could you please fill in where 
you could 

 Hugh Cox - think I just got the document forwarded to me, not the email 
 Chair Thorpe - don’t wait 2 months for a response, something's gone astray if you don't 

have a response sooner than that - further comments, questions 
 
10.0 Adjournment 

Moved by Dean Bachellier, Hamlet 
That the meeting be adjourned at 10:22 p.m. 
CARRIED 
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